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Abstract. As a supplement of large power grid and known as the new energy, distributed generation 
(DG) are developing rapidly for its convenience and environmental protection. However, after DG is 
connected to the distribution network, the traditional single-source radial-network will become to be 
a double terminal or multi-terminal power network, and the direction of the trend will change, too. 
This will bring a series of problems to the relay protection, such as misoperation and malfunction. 
Based on this, the paper analyzes the effect on protection of distribution network in different places 
with the DG connected.  By using the electromagnetic transient simulation software 
PSCAD/EMTDC, this paper builds the typical model of 10kV distribution network to tests the 
theoretical analysis further. Finally the conclusion are obtained. 

Introduction 

For the impact on the distribution network relay protection, the traditional distribution network is 
based on the single-source radial-network, relay protection devices generally do not have a direction, 
and parameter setting is based on the three-section current protection. With distributed generation 
connected to the distribution network, the drawbacks of traditional relay protection cannot meet 
requirements, the impact to distribution network protection systems are mainly [1][2]: 

Protection malfunction. When short-circuit fault occurs upstream DG, DG will provide short 
circuit current to the fault point, this may cause current value detected by the protection of the 
substation to the fault point less than the operate value and lead to protection malfunction. 

Protection misoperation. When short-circuit fault occurs downstream DG, short circuit current of 
fault point increase due to the access of DG, might having impact on downstream protection, such as 
protection misoperation. Likewise, when short-circuit fault occurs upstream DG, reverse current DG 
provide may cause protection misoperation. 

Theoretical analysis 
After DG is connected to the distribution network, Power flow direction is no longer single, short 
circuit current will change significantly.so it will bring about a series of new problems to the 
traditional distribution network protection[3][4]. For simplicity, ignoring the resistance of 
distribution network line. Distribution network equivalent model with DG are as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 Distribution network equivalent model with DG 

As shown in figure 1, suppose DG is connected to bus C. system capacity is 100MW, system 
voltage is sE , and System reactance is sX  ,DG voltage is dE  , equivalent reactance is dX  . For 
simplicity, suppose that system voltage is the same as DG voltage. 
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1, 1s d sE E X= = =  , The line reactance 1 2 3 4 5sX X X X mX m= = = = = = ,DG equivalent 
reactance d sX aX a= = , Concrete analysis as follows: 

When K1 meets short circuit fault, the current through the protection QF1 and QF2 respectively 
are: 
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DG equivalent impedance expression is: 
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In the expression: dgx  is generator transient reactance, the value is 0.25; BS  is system capacity; 

DS is DG capacity. Suppose DG capacity is S, and the short circuit current through the protection QF1 
and QF2 respectively are:  
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By analysis, we know that with DG connected to the distribution network, when K1 meets short 
circuit fault, the short circuit current through the protection QF1 doesn’t vary from the capacity, but 
the short circuit current through the protection QF2 increase with the DG capacity. When the DG 
capacity is large enough, it may lead to protection QF2’s misoperation. 

Simulated analysis 

The simulation system model. To facilitate the research, this paper uses the constant impedance load 
model to represent the distribution network nodes. The DG and its control system is integrated into a 
module. By using the software PSCAD/EMTDC, this paper builds the typical model of 10kV 
distribution network [5], as shown in figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 10kV distribution network 

Simulation and verification 

This example uses the simulation software PSCAD/EMTDC to simulate and analyze. Parameter 
settings are as follows: system capacity S=100MVA, under the maximum operation mode, distribute 
network’s system impedance X=0.091Ω , bus voltage U=10.5kV, transmission line parameter 
R=0.27Ω/km, X=0.347Ω/km, Line length is set to LAB=L, AE=3km, LBC=4km, LCD=5km. This 
paper use the constant impedance model: Z= (30+j15.7) Ω, Equivalent to a single phase load 
1.33MVA, reliable coefficient Krel=1.25。 

The simulation Settings are as follows: 
Three phase short circuit fault happens at 0.2 second, the fault last 0.5 second, DG hasn’t 

connected; 
At 0.8 second, DG is connected to Bus C; 
At 0.9 second, three phase short circuit fault happens again, lasting 0.5 second; 
The simulation lasts 1.5 seconds. 
The figure 3 is the situation. 
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Figure 3: Bus B short circuit simulation model diagram 

1, the current through BRK1 when Bus B short circuit 

 
Figure 4 the current through BRK1 (single phrase) 

0.2s—0.7s: The short-circuit current before DG connected 
0.9s—1.4s: The short-circuit current after DG connected 
Figure 4 illustrates that the connection of DG has no influence on the current through BRK1. 
2, the current through BRK2 when Bus B short circuit 

 

 
Figure 5 the current through BRK2 (single phrase) 

0.2s—0.7s: The short-circuit current before DG connected is 0； 
0.9s—1.4s: The short-circuit current before DG connected isn’t 0。 
Figure 5 illustrates that the connection of DG will increase the current through BRK2.if the DG 

capacity connected to the grid is too large, break misoperation will happen. 
3, the current through BRK3 when Bus B short circuit 

 
Figure 6 the current through BRK3 (single phrase) 

0.2s—0.7s: The short-circuit current before DG connected is 0； 
0.9s—1.4s: The short-circuit current before DG connected isn’t 0。 
Figure 6 illustrates that the connection of DG will increase the current through BRK3.if the DG 

capacity connected to the grid is too large, break misoperation will happen. 
4, the current through BRK4 when Bus B short circuit 
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Figure 7 the current through BRK4 (single phrase) 

0.2s—0.7s: The short-circuit current before DG connected 
0.9s—1.4s: The short-circuit current after DG connected 
Figure 7 illustrates that the connection of DG has no influence on the current through BRK4. 
5, the current through Short circuit fault point when Bus B short circuit 

 
Figure 8 the current through short circuit fault point (single phrase) 

0.2s—0.7s: The short-circuit current before DG connected 
0.9s—1.4s: after the DG is connected, the current at short circuit point will increase significant. 
To sum up, if the short circuit fault point is B that is DG’s upstream, whether DG is connected to 

grid or not, the short circuit current through break BRk1and BRK4 don’t change while the short 
circuit current through break BRK2 and BRK3 change from zero to a certain value. And break may 
meet misoperation when the capacity connected is too large. 

Summary 

After DG is connected to the distribution network, Power flow direction may change, short circuit 
current will also change due to the location of short circuit point and the capacity of DG. Especially, 
when the capacity is very large, the influence become much more obvious. Thus it bring about a 
series of new problems to the traditional distribution network protection. In order to deal with 
large-scale access of DG and meet the user's electric energy demand, new protection schemes which 
fit DG connecting to distribution network should be proposed. 
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